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Included are many of the recipes demonstrated on Justin Wilson's Louisiana Cookin', seen on PBS.

A sprinkling of the distinctive Justin Wilson humor and color photographs featuring Justin displaying

his skills in the kitchen and entertaining his friends capture the earthy joie de vivre that followed

Justin everywhere.
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I watch this man years ago and the show was always funny and informative. This cookbook is him

and his show right in your hands. Love the down Cajun way foods. They remind me of great meals

around my families table. I recommend this cookbook to all who want to feast at a Cajun's best.

Recipes are easy to follow. Do read through the recipe so you have what is needed before you start.

I thought I had an ingredient but in the middle of prep, I found out it was not there! Yes, above I

typed tole because that's how he talked and how it is spelled in his cookbooks.

Its a Classic. There will never be another quite like Justin Wilson. IF you enjoy Cajun Food and

Culture... gotta have this one in your library.

Everything I have made from this cookbook is wonderful. The Okra and Tomatoes and Sausage

Jambalaya have been staples in our home for over 25 years.

My parents originally owned this book a long time ago. I don't know what happened to it, so, luckily



it's still available, I ordered it for myself. A lot of really delicious recipes here especially the macaroni

casserole.

Books were in great condition .I really miss him .My wife an I spent many hrs watching his show I

always enjoyed his humour.We didnt have cable tv or sattelite tv in those days in early years of

marriage an always watched pbs Im glad we were able to enjoy the simple things in life and not

have to keep up with jones if you know what I mean .I quess thats what I miss the most about Justin

he was simple folk just trying to survive the best way he knew how .

This was a Christmas gift for my boyfriend. Justin Wilson is his favorite so I knew it would go over

well!. When he opened his gift he immediately told me how much he loved it. He has used these

cookbooks several times since Christmas.

Awesome cookbook. There is an unfortunate lack of videos from his TV show, so the cook book is

an excellent alternative. Lots of great recipes and humor to go with it.

After his first two books, this one is the best. I think after the 80's he went into cookbook mode. Still

those are ok, I just like the earlier ones better.
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